
In the back of my middle school yearbook, reads a few heartfelt words and “have a good life” signed
“Streaty”. Daniel Andrew Streaty. I feel it is only right to mention his full name because everyone will
know it one day, but I probably will never use it in my life. I seriously still say ‘who?’ when someone

says “Daniel”. It’s always just Streaty but to me, that name was just beginning to play such a large role
in my good life.

“Your friend is here to see you,” my mom said on a clear, warm day in 2014. I walked out to see Streaty
in my backyard; he only walked down the street and took a quick left to make it there. His vibrant
excitement was contagious, a light that I feel every time I see him, right before a warm hug that he leans
into with a “hey dudeeee.” I don’t think my 14 year-old self knew while sitting there eating pizza with
my neighbor that there would be six more years of exactly this. Yet I do know now that we’ll be 80 and
still eating pizza, rain or shine.



Many people might panic if one day they woke up inside Streaty’s mind. I would be so excited. I can
only imagine walking through all the intricate tunnels of colors and ideas intertwined between a
Stanley Kubrick movie, strolling to the beat of a Prince song. Surely you might hit a small area of grays
and dark blues but it is only what gives him the ability to extend such immense compassion and
understanding to the ones he really loves. His Scorpio rising creates a composed look on his face, so you
could hardly know that the Cancer sun is probably wishing it was still 2009, his favorite year. Streaty
has been trying to teach me the art of the poker face for a while now. Even if I could do it, I’m
convinced he would somehow still have the ability to read my mind. Each time I sit across the table of
our favorite ramen restaurant when everyone's words begin to mu�e and my mind �oats o�. “Stop
thinking dude”, he’ll say, catching it before it hovers too high up. Although annoyed that he pulled me
back into reality, I’m grateful to be reminded of the value of the moment surrounding me.

I don’t know if Streaty would write an essay for you on time but give him a camera and he’ll give you
something extraordinary, making his famous StreatyCinema mark. In all caps he writes every idea
down and the words turn into a visual story. I wonder how many times Streaty has answered the phone
during one of my creative spurts as I exclaim “Okay I have such a great idea.” On the other end his
silence becomes increasingly loud. His thoughts are internally outspoken before transforming into
words of enthusiasm and a�rmation. He takes my ideas to new heights; we never stay on the ground of
conventionality. Our friendship has not let me be limited to a normal, he never even lets me get close.
His words of advice are like open doors, each with a di�erent reality, a di�erent way of thinking and
looking at the world, and I never have to choose just one. As I write this I’m thinking it might be a
good after party speech when he wins his �rst Oscar.

There was a speci�c moment when I realized Streaty never plays music to appeal to the people in his
car. And a time when I stopped making numerous requests and began to just sit and appreciate the
way the sounds radiantly re�ected his moods; even after the 100th time “Rock Lobster” poured out
the speakers . I wonder if it might just be his severe stubbornness, but as time went on the short walk to
my house became a long drive, and the good food and long talks still remained, in fact they became
countless. It’s like watching a great �lm unfold as I become enthralled in Streaty’s strong sensitivity and
individuality. Like a summer picnic, he encompasses a spirited simplicity, a unique sense of comfort
that shines through everyone who is lucky enough to have him a part of their good life.


